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1:1'·: 'l'2C:CU eTI O!~
l-i.oout t~,,~o decad.es ag o ,';hen the First La"" of the Sea
conf renee l was underway, li ttle attention was paid to ocean
~an8ge~ent. By ther. all of the ocean space apart from r.arroK
bands of coastal waters was broadly ,r e cogn i z ed as the F.lgh Seas
whic~ is ope~ to use by all co~tries. But despite this concept
of free open use, only the ma j or rr.ari time powers wer-e actually
interested in maximizing the freedom of the seaS principle.
During this period there were only ninety independent coastal and
landlocked states.
~ith growing awareness of the inportance of the ocean to
m~~kind, the situation is no longer the same. Since the First Law
of the Sea Conference took place in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1958,
more c oun trie s have become independent and joined the United
nations. The number of independent states of the world now exceeds
150 and 146 are members of the United Nations, Angola being its
newest member. All these countries including the landlocked states
are much interested in the inoreasing use of the ocean. Such various
parameters of interest in the ocean inolude fishing, pollution
control, marine transportation, marine recreation, offshore petroleum
production, seabed mining, scientifio and oceanographic research,
military use, as well as unlimited access to the sea. Priorities
vary from one country to another. °l,a th increasing use of the ocean
in many respe~ts there is no doubt that effective management of the
1
2ocean is necessary. The consequences of lack of ocean management
at the appropriate time might lead to disastrous consequences and
problems that the entire world might not be able to handle.
There are a series of alternative strategies for ocean manage-
ment and control. These include unilateral approach, bilateral
arrangements. sUbregional and regional arrangements, inter-
regional approach or ' global approach. There are certain ocean
management problems that are particularly sUited to regional
action rather than to a~y other alternative regimes. Criteria for
this might include the following:
1. That they provide a more viable form of approach to
problem solving than do other systems at some other organizational
level.
2. The area might be distinguishable geographically from
other maritime areas in terms of the objectives of the arrangement.
J. It may be that a common identifiable problem exists
for all the states in the region which is capable of being handled
within the limits of that region and should better be solved by
them.
The problems of fisheries conservation and management is
becoming a growing concern in various regions of the world. As
Christy and Scott (1965) put it "Fisheries are a common property
natural resource. 2Everybody can share it •••• 11 Because of this
notion there have been increasing fisheries activities in the
world oceans to the extent that certain stocks are being over-
exploited. As a result, there are about twenty-five existing
Fisheries Ma~agement Commissions a~d Councils (See Table 1) set up
FAO-Sponsored
CARPAS
CECAl
GFCM
lOFC
lPFC
HEC.AFC
Independent
BSSSC
IATTC
IBSFC
lCCAT
lCNP:?
ICSEAF
INPFC
IPSC
IPSFC
lWC
JKFC
JSFC
Me
¥iCESF
NEAFC
NPFSC
TABLE 1
REGIONAL FISHERIES ORGAIHZATIONS
Regional Fisheries Advisory Commission for the South-
west Atlantic
Fishery Commission for the Eastern Central Atlantic
General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean
Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission
Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council
Western Central Atlantic Fishery Commission
Baltic Sea Salmon Standing Committee
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission
International Commission for the Conservation of
Atlantic Tuna
International Commission for the North-West Atlantic
Fisheries
International Commission for the South-East Atlantic
Fisheries
International North Pacific Fisheries Commission
International Pacific Halibut Commission
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission
International Whaling Commission
Japan-Republic of Korea Joint Fisheries Commission
Japanese-Soviet Fisheries Commission for the North-
West Facific
Mixed Commission of 1962 (Baltic Sea)
Mixed Commission for Black Sea Fisheries
North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission
North PaCific Fur Sea Commission
3
PCSP
SCNEA
SCSK
TABLE l--Continued
Permanent Commission of the Conference on the Use
and Conservation of the ~'jarine Resources of the
South Pacific
Sealing Commission for the North··:2ast Atlantic
Shellfish Commission for the Skagerak-Kattegat
4
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on regional basis to deal ~~d cope with the proble~s of fisheries
~anagement ~~d conservation, the latest two being the Baltic Sea
and ~estern Central Atlantic Fishery COIDEissions (1974). Six of
these are sponsored by the Food a~d Agricultural Organization (FAO)
an international agency of the United Nations. The others are in-
dependent bodies which to some extent cooperate with the FAO. ~ja~y
of these have no regulatory powers and they are primarily concerned
with data acquisition, analysis and reco~~endations to member
states.
West African Fisheries is located in the East Central Atlantic
Region. This region is unique in that it is rich in various
fisheries stocks which range froID the large shoals of pelagic fish
often of a single species such as the sardine in the northern part
of the region and Sardlne11as further south to the complex tropical
demersal mixed species of one hundred or more. These stocks need
urgent conservation measures in terms of gathering data on 1)
biological factors such as rates of recrUitment, growth and
mortality, migratory patterns and ranges of species, and fluctua-
tion in year classes; 2) technological conditions, including fishing
methods and gear, and rates of catch; 3) economic and social factors
such as demand for fish and f1sh products; 4) structure of the
fishing industry, wage and price levels; and 5) conditions of
technology transfer. Such data for any regional unit must be
assembled, correlated and carefully analyzed in order to form a
scientific basis for regulatory and management measures. For the
West African region there are about forty-two states involved in
fishing--half of which are the local coastal developing states
while the other half are developed states from distant waters (see
6
Table 2). The catches by the dista~t water states have increased
about fivefold in the past decade and at present accounts for seventy
percent of the total annual catch Khile the total west African
coastal states' catch accou~ts for the remaining thirty percent.]
Regional pollution control arran5ement is t~{ing prominence
in certain areas of ttle world. Such areas include the Baltic Sea,
the rediterranean. the Northwestern Europe and the Northeastern
Europe. Data acquisition and coordination are the first steps
in any pollution control arrangement a~d these have served as a
basis for decisions on regulatory action as evidenced by the Action
Plan for the rjediterranean, underta~en in February. 1975. by UKE?
in collaboration with other organizations such as FAO. IOC, WMO and
UKDP. The plan WaS designated to integrate planning of the develop-
ment a~d manage~ent of the resources of the r.editerranean basin;
to coordinate research. monitoring a~d exchange of information
programs associated with pollution; and to draft a convention for
4
the protection of the Mediterranean environment. This led the fol-
lowing year to the conclusion of a convention for the protection of
the ~jediterranean Sea against pollution.
The areas off West Africa in the East Central Atlantic region,
especially in the Gulf of Guinea, is in need of such urgent regional
pollution control unit which Would deal with all aspects of pollution
control, especially those from land based sources. Independent
studies and observation show that pollution is becoming a threat
in the area. There is no international pollution control unit in
the area as it is being undert~~en in the Baltic and the.
Mediterranean regions or as it is being proposed in the Caribbean
TABLE 2
::SSTH1ATES Of A.l\;NUAL ~1.ARINE CATCH IN TES CECAF F.EGION (1964-74)
thousand tons
YEA R
Ba s e of vessels
Angola
Argentina
Benin
Bermuda
Bulgaria
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Congo
Cuba
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
France
Gabon
Gambia
German Dem. Republic
Ghana
Greece
GUinea
GUinea Bissau
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Japan
Korea Republic
Liberia
Mauritania
Morocco
Nigeria
Norway
Poland
Puerto Rico
Portugal
Romania
Sao Tome end Principe
Senegal
Sierra Leone
South Africa
Spa.in
Ex-Span! sh Sahara
Togo
USSR
Zaire
1964
1.0
6.3
1.0
28.3
1.0
5.1
0.4
68.4
21.4
8.0
0.5
38.2
1.5
85.7
0.6
12.9
11.8
167.5
53.3
4.4
15.0
2.9
43.7
0.8
90.1
29. 2
3.7
2.3
5.2
163.3
• • •
1968
1.1
0.4
5.6
6.9
22.6
4.9
9·5
0.2
3.4
3.9
57.8
2.6
4.7
5.4
70.7
36.8
8.0
1.3
3.6
62.2
36.9
179.3
13.5
20.8
27.4
202.9
62.7
1·3)2.9
0.8
47.3
0.8
149.1
22.6
170.4
3.9
5.3
318.6
...
1971
1.0
0.6
5.6
264.1
14.1
39.5
4.5
6.6
8.9
11 ;0
4.3
47.7
2.5
5.0
43.0
177.6
40.5
8.0
1.4
0.1
64.0
64.7
104.7
32.6
29.5
63.2
217.8
295.6
201.0
31.9
20.0
46.7
15.9
0·9
221.7
29.6
197.6
4.0
5.5
789.8
• • •
1972
0.2
0.5
5·9
253.5
26.6
36.6
4.8
12.4
6.4
16.1
4.3
55.2
3.6
5.2
5.0
227.2
30.7
8.0
1.7
43.9
82.1
128.0
35.8
29.5
32.1
2)4.7
321.5
195.4-
37.2
30.0
30.1
33.3
0.8
246.9
50.0
199·5
4.0
5.4
848.8
• • •
1973
1.7
0.4
8.6
231.1
20.0
36.6
4.4
13.8
9.0
13.8
4.3
49.6
3.6
9.6
• • •
112.3
33.1
8.0
1.7
4).9
55.9
102.6
54.9
29.5
29.2
381.5
322.7
168.9
34.3
29.6
28.2
43.8
0.8
302.9
65.7
308.1
4.0
5.5
942.7
• • •
1974
1.7
7.0
230.7
25.4
36.6
4.5
7.8
8.6
1.9
4.3
54.2
3.6
10.0
• ••
150.8
• • •
8.0
2.6
35·0
55.1
126.8
59.8
29.5
13.3
280.1
378.5
79.4
36 .. 6
27.9
31.1
72.0
0.8
345.6
66.7
346.5
4.0
5.0
1.145.0
• • •
Total 897.0 1,608.3 3.123.5 3,293.3 3.526.6 3.696.5
SOUBCE: CECAF Statistical Bulletin. subject to modification
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8~~d other se~i-enclosed regions and gulf areas of the world. Such
a discrete body of water in the Gulf of Guinea calls for pollution
study and control because of various "a c t i vi t i e s occuring in the
East Central Atlantic region.
CEP..PTER 1
FISr~3IES IN THE ~AST CENT~P~ ATLANTIC REGIOK
1.1 Location of the Region and Coastal States Involved
The East Central Atlantic region covers the area from l>:orocco
c.
to the Congo ~iver in ZaLre (i.e. from 36 North of the Equator to
6G Sou t h of the Equator). There are twenty West African coastal
states in the area and. these include !':orocco, l'Jauri t ana a , Senegal,
Gambia. Portuguese GUinea. Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory
Coast, Ghana, Togo, Republic of Benin (i.e. Dahomey), Nigeria,
Lquatorlal GUinea, Sao Tome a~d Principe, Cameroon, Gabon, Congo
Republic and Zaire. The total population of inhabitants in the
East Central Atlantic region is 145 million (1974 population fis~res)
A.(See Table 3). Very close to this area and adjacent to some of
the coastal states are five landlocked states including Mali. Upper
Volta, Niger, Chad ~'"1d Central African Empire, (See Fig. 1).
1.2 Physical Oceanographic Features of the Region
The distribution and magnitude of the fish resources of the
East Central Atlantic region are determined by the physical and
oceanographic characteristics of the region. The Continental Shelf
is generally rather narrow and averages thirty nautical miles or
fifty-five kilometers in width. But the size of the shelf varies
greatly among countries ranging fron eight to twenty nautical miles
off Republic of Benin, Togo and Ivory Coast to more than 100 nautical
9
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TABLE 3
COASTLINE ~~D COKTIN3NTAL SHELF OF
THE ~AST C~NTEAL ATLANTIC REGION
Count-r-y
}~orocco
}~adeira Islands
~oasr.line
{excluding islands)
kilometers
1.750
•
Contlnent.aI
width
nautical miles
6 - 50
•
sauare kilometers
60.0
2.0
,
r
Canary Islands
Ex-Spani sh Sahara
I'!e.ur1 tania
Senegal
Gambia
Cape Verde
Guinea Bissau
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coast
Ghana
Togo
Benin
Nigeria
Camer oon
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Sao Tome and Principe
Congo
Zaire
Total
•
1,100
667
718
70
•
300
350
570
537
500
528
48
120
669
346
380
739
•
156
41
9,964
13 - 50
13 - 79
8 - 50
41 - 50
•
40
- 105
70 - 110
15 - 80
10 - 35
11 - 20
13 50
8 - 15
14 - 15
18 - 35
17 - 50
12 - 30
8 - 40
27 - 35
27 - 54
•
3 .. 0
55 .. 1
33·9
23.8
3.7
3.0
45.0
50.2
30.0
18.4
3.1
37.9
12.9
10.5
35.4
2.0
8.6
1.1
SOUR~: FAO Fishery Country Profiles
CECAF Project estimates
'1"1
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miles off Guinea a~d Portuguese Guinea. The region has a total
coastline of 91964 kilometers (See Table 3). The distribution of
planktoons ~nd microbiomass varies widely throughout the region.
These variations together with the ocean currents affect the
qua~tity a~d the availability of fish in different zones of the
region.
c
Currents: The Ca~ary Current moves ?outhward from 36 north
to about l8~north and then joins the Equatorial Current to move
eastward along the Guinea Coast towards the Equator where it is
met by the ~uela Current flowing northward from South Africa
(See Fig. 1).
Seasonal Upwelling: This 1s the most importa~t oceanographic
( factor affecting the fisheries of West Africa. Seasonal upwelling
of cold nutrient-rich ocean water occurs most prominently in the
~orth Temperate and the South Temperate Zones of the region. Such
upwellings ~a~e cool nutrient rich waters to rise to the surface
causing an enrichment in phytoplanktoon hence there is an abundance
of primary production through various food chains to rich fisheries
resources. The extent and position of these upwelling areas vary
with the seasons. But generally the area covered in the North
Temperate Zone is between Mauritania and Sierra Leone; and in the
South Temperate Zone between _~gola a~d Gabon. Permanent upwelling
occurs aroQ~d the latitudes of the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn
in the Tropical Zone, particularly along the Gulf of Guinea between
Ivory Coast and the Republic of Benin (See Fig. 1). Away from these
upwelling areas, surface waters of the open sea are characterized
by generally low levels of nutrients and low fish resources.
I12
.3 Fotential Fisheries Resources of the Region
The ~ast Central Atlantic region car. be broadly divided into
(~n on
two zones: 1) 7he ~orth Temperate Zone between )6 "-10 which
covers t he areas between I';orocco and Guinea \'11 th a population of
27.71 ~illion people asopposed to 2) The Tropical Zone between
lO~n_6~s aYJd covers the areas between Guinea to Zaire and has a
population of 117.91 million people (See Table 4). The richest
fisheries resources occur in the upwelling areas of the North
Temperate Zone whe r e population is less dense and whe r e there are
only s~all indigenous fishery inQustries in contrast to the ~ost
highly populated states such as Ghana, Kigeria, Ivory Coast aYJ.d
Zaire with active fishery industries in the Tropical Zone.
In d~scussing these resources, it is convenient to distinguish
four major groups of resources; 1) The Demersal animals (i.e. the
bottom dwelling species) such as sea bre~s and croakers which
feed on the botto~ aYJd are harvested mainly by trawlers; 2) Coastal
Pelagic stocks which live in mid-water often in shoals a~d which
surface periodically (e.g~, Sardinella species a.~d wackerels) which
are harvested by purse seines and mid-water trawlsj 3) Oceanic
pelagics especially tunas; 4) Stocks of octopus and cuttlefish; and
5) Rich pink shrimps.
Fisheries Resources in the North Temperate Zone: ~his zone'
can be divided into two sections:
a) the northerly part of the zone between l-:auritania and Cape
Spartel where the most important and abundant pelagic fisheries
exist. These are sardines, which has an estimated potential of
350.000 tons. Fishery for this stock is carried out through the
TP..B13 4
FOPULATIOK OF TEE EAST CENTRAL ATLM~TIC REGION
Populationl
?
GI\P per caput-
Country million US ;.,~ (1973)';(
!"iorocco 16 .. 88 320
r-:auri tenia 1 .. 29 200
Senegal 4 .. J2 280
Gambia 0.32 1)0
Cape Verde 0.26 )40
Guinea Bissau 0.56 330
Guinea 4.08 110
Sierra Leone 2.71 160
Liberia 1.67 310
"
Ivory Coast 4.77 380(
Ghana 9.61 300
Togo 2.17 180
Benin ).03 110
Nigeria 61.27 210
Cameroon 6.28 250
Equatorial Guinea 0029 260
Gabon 0.52 1 ,310
Sao Tome and Principe 0.06 470
Congo 1.)1 340
Zaire 24.22 140
Total or Average 145.62 306
SOURCE: 1 HlP estimates
2 TERD estimates
1)
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year off the coast of Korocco. Other pelagic stocks include club
mackerel, horse mackerel and scads. Demersal species include
hakes, with an estimated potential of 25,000 tons, and bream.
with a potential of 150,000 tons. Crustaceans and cephalopods,
such as octopus, squids and cuttlefish. exist in abundant quanti-
ties. Cephalopods have an estimated potential of between 300.000
and 650,000 tons.
b) The southerly part of the Korth Temperate Zone between
~~Jauritanla and 10 north off the Coast of Guinea. Where the main
resources are the pelagic species such as Sardinella aurita and
Sardinella Maderensis whicp yielded a total catch of 691,400 metric
tons in 1970. Scads, chub mackerel. horse mackerel, crustaceans
( , and cephalopods also exist in the area. For the whole of the North
Te~perate Zone the potential yield of the dermesal stock 1s between
half to three-quarters of a million tons annually; and for pelagic
stocks including cephalopods between 2.5-3 million tons annUally.5
Fisheries Resources in the Tropical Zone: An important pelagic
stock in this zone is Bange (i.e. Ethlmalosa species) abundant
especially close inshore in areas of low salinity. Sardinella With
some mackerel are abundant especially in areas of seasonal upwelling.
With the exception of theUat Sardinella, they appear to undert~~e
appreciable movements along the Coast probably in response to
the changes in oceanographic and food conditions. Evidence of
important stocks of anchovy exist in the area, although no large
scale fishery has been developed for thiS stock. The total potential
for pelagic stock is estimated at about half a million tons per
year. The dermersal resources are of varying commerCial value
(15
~~d ir.clude croakeTS, threadfi~s, Groupers, skates, bream ~d
catfish, etc.
The ocear_ic stocks whic~ are the most iDpo=tant are the
tunas. which are found in all the warcer waters of the Atlantic.
These include yellowfin tuna, bigeye in the tropics~ albacore and
bluefin in the sub-tropica~ and temperate waters.
Fink shri~p (i.e. Pinaeus duorar~m) exist near river ffiouths
and lagoons notably off Nigeria, Ivory Coast a~d Senegal. The
abundance of this stock vary from area to area depenQing on the
extent of the shelf, runoff from rivers and the existence of
brackish lagoon areas. Pink shrimp i s estimated to have an
6
annual yield of 15,000 tons.
};i~ratory Snecies: p~ important feature of this region is
that some species are migratory. This cigration takes place along
the coast from one country 1s waters to another and also vertically
in the ocea~ (e.g., Deep sea shrimp may migrate seasonally from a
depth of 200 meters to 600 meters). Sardinella aurita, chub
mackerel and horse mackerel and scads migrate fron inshore areas
as deep as forty meters to the edge of the Continental Shelf.
Shrimp--Pinaeus duorarum--found on the Continental Shelf may also
migrate from depths of around thirty to seventy me~ers. Sardinella
aurita, which is most heavily concentrated in the areas of seasonal
upwelling, migrate both along the coast from Waters of one country
to another and vertically from near the bottom to the survace of
the Kater. Chub mackerel and horse mackerel also move parallel to
( the coast in the northern area of seasonal upwelling. In the Korth,
sardine caught in large quantities off Norocco moves seasonally
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along the Coast. In the South Sardinella eba and Sardinella aurita
migrate between ~quat~rial Guinea ~Dd ft~gola passing through the
7
waters of Gabon and Zaire. Such migrations obviously complicate
the organization of conservation measures were it to be undertaken
by individual coastal states, since the exploitation of migratory
species in one area my greatly affect their abundance in ' another
area.
2.4 Fisheries of the East Central Atlantic
The risheries in this region can be conveniently divided into
three groups: 1) The local coastal artisanal fisheries; 2) The
African based industrial fisheries of the coastal states; and
3) Distant water fishing by non-coastal states outside the region.
Local Coastal ft~tisanal Fisheries: Fisheries in the coastal
states are still predominantly artisanal involVing canoes. simple
nets and gear. This is the oldest fishery which 1s widely used
from Mauritania to Zatre. The tQtal number of ca~oes operating
along this area is estimated between 30,000 and 40,000. 8 In some
states canoe fishing is on a small scale mainly at the part-time
subsitence level. In others canoe fishermen supply a large propor-
tion of the total catch (e.g., in Gh~~a canoe fishermen land about
60,000 tons annually and this accounts for about sixty percent of
the total coastal states l production). In Senegal. following
motorization of canoes, better transport and distribution inland,
la~dings have increased from 25.000 tons in 1950 to 80,000 tons in
1960 and 139,000 tons in 1970, accounting in that year for eighty
percent of the total production. 9
The establls~ent of canoe fishing is easy because of the
(
-
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si~plicity of the eQ~ip~e~t, lo~ caintenance costs, s~itability
for crossing the surf, a~d t~e lar5e nucber of landin6 places
which ~acilltate the 11stYibutio~ of catches. ~owever, opportR~i­
ties fo= increasing production fro~ ca~oes are quite severely con-
strained by the restricted range of operation of these craft and
by limits to size and type of gear that they can use.
Steps are being taken to overcome these difficulties by the
introduction of engines for the c~~oes and of rather larDer pl~~k­
built boats. Por ex~ple, in the late fifties a fleet of s8all open
multi-purpose boats of about nine meters were built in Ghana a~d
introduced by a government Loan scheme to local fishermen. This , ' I
scheme has not been entirely successful often due to lack of the
extra care and maintenance reqUired for the more complicated boats.
Industrial Fi s he r i e s of west African Coastal States: ~part
from canoe fishing, almost all the remaining coastal state fishing
in this area is carried out by semi-industrialized fishing vessels
usually of ten to twenty meters in length and made up of wooden
construction and eqUipped with outboard engines. This fishing in-
clude:
Xoroccan Fisheries: This is the oldest industrial scale
fishery developed in the early thirties for Eoroccan sardine fishery.
3y 1950 the fleet was .a bou t 360 purse seiners about fifteen meters
long and '\'lith engines of 180 horsepower. The development of the
purse seiners accou.Ylted for 120,000 tons of catch in that year,
noearly ~ll of which was c~~ed and exported to Europe, especially
France. By 1966 total catch reached a peak of 250.000 tons With a
fleet of about )20 purse seiners. Since 1950 the sales of canned
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fish decreased end about fifty percent of the catch is now used
for fishmeal. At present there aTe 400 vessels involved in purse
seining a~d this accounts for about eight percent of the total
!'.:oroccaYJ. exports .10 r\:ore recently, trawling industry has developed
in r:orocco. This involves 120 small trawlers of about eighteen
meters in length and 30,000 smaller vessels of which eighty-five
percent are motorized. This trawling fishing industry land 29,000
tons ~~ually of demersal species.
Gulf of Guinea TrawlinF: Industrial trawling started in the
tropical region around the Gulf of Guinea after the Second World
War-, , largely by the initiative of oWner operators of small trawlers
but in certain countries by government assistance in the form of
attractive credit terms. Trawling first started in Zaire in 1948
and then in the early fifties in Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Ghana.
Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. During the early stages of
these fisheries in the late fifties, the successful fishing vessels
were small 'up to about twenty meters and 250 horsepower, and were
operating in inshore waters at the vicinity of the landing ports.
3y 1970 an estimated total of 250 smaller trawlers were operating
in the tropical zone. This operation 1~ limited to smaller trawlers
due to inavallability of port capacity and adequate technical
facilities for repair and maintenance. In Ghana, for example, long
distance vessels are obliged to use the main harbor_ and transfer
catch to the onshore faCilities in the congested fishing harbor.
These delays considerably add to operating costs. The most active
ports for nearshore trawling are now Abidjan Which can cater for
16.000 tons; Douala, 14,000 tons; ~atadl. 13,000 tons; Lagos.
10,000 tons; Pointe Nolre, 5,000-9,000 tonSj and Tema, 5,000 tons. l l
,)
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ShTi~p Tr-~wlinf: An important shrimp trawling fishery has
STown up in the tropical zone folloKing the discovery of pink
shrimp, ~enaeus duorarum, off Kigeria where the largest grounds
were identified off the Kiger Delta and Calabar region. Shrinp
on a co~~ercial scale has now developed off the coasts of IvorJr
Coast. Cameroon. Gabon in 1969; Liberia and Ghana in 1970; and
finally in Gambia, Togo and nepublic of Benin in 1972. ~ost of
the shrimp vessels are double-rigged according to the Gulf of
~e7.ico design of around twenty-five meters and 300 horsepower.
The shrimp fisheries support about one hundred vessels landing
their catches mainly in Dakar, which averages 3.000 tons annually,
Lagos with 2.500 tons annually. Liberia 1,300 tons and Abidjan
12
1,200 tons. where they are processed and mostly shipped for
export to t~e USA, Japan and Europe. ~any of the vessels involved
are not fully owned by the nationals of the coastal states and a
number of joint enterprises with non-Africans are in operation.
Long Distanoe TraWling: In addition to developing tr~~ling
off their own coasts. some of the states in the Gulf of Guinea have
developed their own medium to long-range fleets operating in
richer waters to the south and north by Nigeria. Ghana and Ivory
Coast in order to offset increased pressure on local stocks. In
Nigeria long range vessels of sixty meters are run by private
companies, While in Ghana larger vessels up to seventy to ninety
meters are operated by government and private owners, and in Ivory
Coast vessels of the thirty to forty meters size are operated. These
fleets have encountered several problems lately including the
usual problems of inadequate facilities for maintenance, repair
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and difficulties of hiring skilled masters, engineers. fishermen.
Recently a Kigeria~ governnent fishing company ~~d a shrimping
compa~y with overseas partnerships Nere established to be in
competition with private and foreign fleet in order to satisfy
local need. I]
Purse Seining in Gulf of Guinea: Several coastal states are
now engaged in rather large scale purse seining using medium size
boats vlhich were first introduced in the Congo and Ivory Coast i~
the late Fifties a~d then in Ghana in the Sixties. New techniques
of fishing using power and refrigeration for preserving the catches
have been introduced. Purse seiners for use in this fishery are
now being built locally in Ghana and Ivory Coast.
This fishery is restricted to the three zones of seasonal
upwelling where supplies of Sardlnella are available in great
quantities. It is carried out primarily in inshore waters usually
in depths of forty meters or less. Off Ivory Coast where the con-
tinental shelf is very narrow, purse seiners have gone outside
the shelf for fishing. In recent years they have been operating in
waters off Ghana. Liberia and Sierra Leone.
Although training schools have been established in Ghana,
Ivory Coast and Nigeria, the number of local personnel With
sufficient knowledge of naVigation, fishing operations, and fleet
management is still grossly inadequate. This is a large restraint
to the exp~~sion of industrialized fisheries by the coastal states.
The alternative method of employing foreigners is expensive and
costly in terms of foreign exchange and has its politica~ restraints. ~
Another contr,ibuting factor, especially in Nigeria, Liberia. Sierra
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Leone and Ghana, is the landing of frozen fish from long distance
trawlers fishing in the North Temperate Zone of the region and
this had curtailed the development of local trawl fisheries. In
all, the known fishing fleets of coastal states in the East Central
Atlantic region is shown in Table 5.
Kon-Coastal Distant Foreign Fishing: Non-coastal fisheries
can be distinguished into four major groups; 1) The Trawl fisheries
mainly from Japan and Southern Buropean countries which operate for
highly valued demersal fish end cephalopods; 2) The Pelagic
fisheries by the long-range fleets of the USSR and other Eastern
Europea~ Countries; 3) The Fisheries by Fishmeal factory ships
using fleets of purse seiners by Scandinavian countries and South
Africai and 4) Tuna fisheries. There are nineteen distant fishing
states involved in these fisheries and they include Japan, USSR,
Korea, France, Cuba, Greece, Italy, P~land, Romania, UK, Norway,
Puerto Rico, Bulgaria, China, Portugal and German Democratic Republic.
European and Japanese Trawling: The main countries involved
are Spain, Japan, Greece, Israel, Italy, Portugal and recently
Korea. Principal targets are sea bream and c~phalopods. host of
the Japanese fleet is based in Las Palmas in the Canary Islands.
Spain, Portugal. England and Wales were the first states to visit
this region at the beginning of this century using steam traWlers
and preserving their catch With ice. They were active for hake
and sale. But follOWing the development of freezer trawlers, other
Mediterranean States, especially Italy and Greece, joined the
fishery Which progressively extended from Morocco and Spanish
Sahara waters to further South off Mauritania, Senegal and Gambia.
TABLE 5
KNOWN FISHING FLEETS OF CECAF COASTAL STATES
Country
Moroccos
Mauritania
Senegala
Gambia
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coasta
aGhana
Togo
Dahomey
aCameroon
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Zaire
Congo (Brazzaville)
No. of canoes
),000
4.000
160
1,300
3,000
1,700
3,000
8,000
800
500
large
numbers
6,000
1,300
550
100
460
Industrial Fleet
320 purse seiners
120 trawlers
1 trawler
3 purse seiners
4 lobster boats
60 trawlers
small fleet of purse seiners
and tuna vessels
2 trawlers
9 trawlers
6 trawlers
20 shrimpers
10 trawlers
40 purse seiners
38 trawlers
45 deep sea vessels
360 inshore vessels
23 deep sea trawlers
2 trawlers
12 trawlers
3 shrimp vessels
50 coastal trawlers
25 trawlers
12 shrimp vessels
10 trawlers
5 trawlers
12 trawlers
9 trawlers
3 purse seiners
SOURCE·: FAO of the United Nations, Fishery Country Profiles,
Doc. COF1/72/Inf. 8 (March 1972).
~ata estimated or calculated by FAO.
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Eastern ~uropea~ Fishing: The principal states involved are
USSR, Poland, nulgaria, German Democratic Republic and Romania.
The growth of fishing by USSR, Poland and other Eastern European
States in this region is a part of a wider pattern in which these
states have built up long-distance fisheries in the North Atlantic
and in the case of th~ USSR, throughout the world. USSR made the
first exploratory surveys in 1957. Catches are predominantly for
mackerel. horse mackerel and Sardinella. Their domestic markets
have allowed them to concentrate on low priced but more abundant
species than those sought by the Western European fleets. Trawling
was first used by USSR and by 1969 purse seining for pelagic stocks
was developed and by 1971 approximately half of the USSR catch Was
taken With purse seines. Until recently, fishing Was aimed at
direct human comsumption, although the large vessels have equipment
for converting waste and fresh fish to fishmeal.
Fishmea1 fisheries by F£shmeal factory ships; This was
started by the Scandinavian count~ies and South Africa using purse
seining, at about the same time as the USSR purse seining fishery
started. Processing was done mainly in large factory ships. These
fleets operate mainly between 12~ and 2JD North and catches vary
mainly With season and lo~ation, but fishing 1s mainly for Sard1nella,
horse mackerel and mackerel. By 1970 at least six of such factory
ships operated off Northwest Africa. The ships range in size from
15,000 to 30,000 dead wt. tons and each has a processing capacity
of 1.000-J,OOO metric tons of fish Which are prOVided by ten~no
14
twenty modern purse seiners. It is reported that one of the
factory ships working o~West Africa in 1970 processed 100,000
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tons of fish in one month. Any effective ma~agement regime in this
area must take note of these giant ships which are capable of
severely depleting pelagic stocks in the area in the absence of
any regulatory and enforcement measures.
Tuna Fishing 1s carried out by two distinct groups of gear:
1) longlines working sometimes at depths below the surface and
2) the surface fishing gear such as purse seines or pole and line.
Tunas are truly oceanic and the fishery, especially the longline
fishery, is oceanic, in contrast to the previous groups of gears
described earlier which are confined to the areas over or close
to the continental shelf.
The long1ine fishery began in 1957 by the Japanese but in the
last decade vessels from the Republic of Korea and Taiwan entered
the fishery. Species include yellowfin, albacore. b~geye and
bluefin. Large scale surface fishing for tuna started in 1954 by
non-long distance French built boats fishing out of Dakar and pre-
serving their catches on ice. Since then the tuna fishing has
spread far south to Gabon and most vessels now have freezers. France,
Spain, USA, and Japan are the principal states involved in this fish-
ing. Species include skipjack, bigeye and yellowfin tuna.
CHAPTER II
TREND IN CATCHES IN THE EAST CENTRAL ATLANTIC
2.1 Catch Characteristics in Recent Years
The East Central Atlantic region suddenly emerged as a major
world fishery in recent years. By 1958 the total catch of the
Whole area was only about 400,000 metric tons, half of which
originated from the sardine fishery in Morocco. Between 1964-1971
the total catch has r isen from 1.14 million metric tons to 2.71
million (See Table 6) metric tons. This means that there is a
rate of growth of nearly eleven percent per annum. This increase in
catch has been focussed on a few number of major species.
Catch by Country: In 1971 more than seventy percent of the
total catch in this area was by distant foreign fishing fleet, (See
Table 7) USSR, Norway. Bermuda, Spain and Japan being the principal
states involved. With regards to Coastal West African states in
the area. S~negal Morocco, Ghana and Nigeria are the principal
states followed by Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone and Cameroon. These
states account for ninety-seven percent of the total catch by West
African states While the other fourteen African states catch less
than three percent.
The trend in catches by coastal and distant non-coastal states
between 1964-1972 (See Table 6) indicates that While the catches
were more or less the same in 1964, Within a deCade catches by
distant foreign states have greatly increased fivefold and surpassed
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TABLE 6
CATCHES IN EAST CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION
BY COASTAL AND NONCOASTAL STATES. 1974-1972
(thousands of metric tons)
Year Coastal Noncoastal Total
states states Catch
1964- 570 570 1.140
1965 584 636 1,220
1966 705 665 1,370
1967 72) 827 1,550
1968 678 1,002 1,680
1969 730 1,360 2,090
1970 784 1,846 2,6Jo
1971 866 1,844 2,710
1972 965 1,955 2,920
SOURCE: FAO of the United Nations, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics:
for 1964, vol. )2 (1972), Table C2-5; for 1965-1972. vol. 34
(1973). Table C2-5.
NOTE: Data include tuna catch.
TABLE 7
NOMINAL CATCHES IN CECAF AREA BY
COASTAL AND NONCOASTAL STATES, 1971
Country
Total nominal catch
(lOOOs of metric tons)
Approx. %of catches
of all designated states
Coastal states
Senegal
f'lorocco
Ghana
Nigeria
Ivory Coast
S1erra Leone
Cameroon
Liberia
Dahomey
Mauritania
Congo (Brazzaville)
Togo
Gambia
Guinea
Cape Verde Isles
Equatorial Guinea
Spani sh Sahara
Gabon
Portuguese Guinea
Angola
Sao Tome and Principe
25.0
25.0
20.0
7·0
6.5
3.0
3.0
Less
than
3%
-100.0
. Noncoastal states
USSR
Norway
Bermuda
Spain
Japan
Italy
France
Portugal
German Democratic
Greece
Poland
Korea
Puerto Rico
Romania
Bulgaria
Cuba
China
Argentina
Israel
789.8
202.8
155.0
2)0.1
114.6
65.4
47.7
46.7
Republic 43.0
3J.3
33.2
15.5
20.0
15.9
14.6
9.0
7.J
0.6
.0.1
Less
than
7%
100.0
SOURCE: FAO of the United Nations, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics,
vol. 34 (1973). Table C2-5.
Note: Data include tuna catch.
SData estimated or calculated by FAO.
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in great dimensions the catch by coastal states. This 1s not sur-
prising at all because of the increasing intense fishing activities
performed by distant fleet making use of more sophisticated vessels
and equipment. About 800 modern craft15 are now employed by these
distant states in the intensive end extensive exploitation of the
fishery resources in the area. These include factory ships and
modern freezer and refrigerated craft which use the latest fishing
methods.
Catch by Species: The major pelagic stocks caught in this
area include chub mackerel which between 1964-1971 has increased
threefold, Sardinella which has increased fivefold and horse
mackerel fourfold. 'Oct opus and squids and other cephalopods have
more than doubled over this period. Tunas, bonitos and bill fishes
have also increased in catch (See Table 8). The Japanese trawlers
are very effective in depleting the species of squids, octopus,
yellowfin tuna. bigeye, bluefin tuna and albacore while USSR fish
mostly for the species of congers, horse mackerel, chub mackerel
and sardines. Norway on the other hand fish mainly for horse
mackerel, chub mackerel, herrings and sardines. Bermuda fish
mainly for Sardlnella, Spain for breams and redfishes, While coastal
states fish mostly for congers and breams (See Table 9). All
catches of the major species are undertaken by the distant foreign
fleet. In 1971, sixty-nine percent of the major groups of catches
were taken by distant foreign fleet While the remaining were taken
by the coastal Afr1can states (See Table 10).
2.2 Fish Demand and Consumption in West Africa
The average per cap1ta consumption of f1sh in this region
Specless
TABLE 8
NOMINAL CATCHES OF MAJOR SPECIES
IN CECAF AREA IN 1970 AND 1971
AND INCREASE OVER 1964
Catch (lOOOs
of metric tons)
Factor increase
over 1964
1970 1971 1970 1971
Redf1shes. bream. basses.
congers, etc. 252 260 1.0 1.0
Jacks. mullets, sauries, horse
mackeral, etc. 373 558 4.5 6.8
Herrings, sardines. anchoVies. etc.968 851 3.3 2.8
Mackerels, snoeks, cut1assfishes,
etc. 283 267 3.0 3.0
Squids, cuttlefish, octopus, etc. 106 96 2.0 2.0
Tunas, RQnitos, billfishes, etc. 190 195 1.9 1.9
2,172 2,227
Other species ~ 483All species 2, 30 2,710
SOURCE: FAD of the United Nations, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics,
vol. 34 (1973), Tables B3-1 to B3-9.
Note: Only groups With ~andings over 100,000 metric tons are listed.
SOrouplngs of species are as listed in FAO statistics. Most
important species are Underlined.
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TABLE 9
CATCHES OF MAJOR SPECIES IN CECAF AREA
BY MAJOR COUNTRY, 1971
Species
Redfishes, basses, congers, etc.
Total landings
Bream landed
Total
By USSR
Jacks, mullets, saurles, etc.
Total landings
Jacks and horse mackerels landed
Total
By USSR
By Norway
Herrings, sardines, anchovies, etc.
Total land1m.gs
Round and short-body Sardinella landed
Total
By Bermuda
By Norway
By USSR
Mackerels, snoeks, cutlassfishes, etc.
Total landings
Chub mackerel landed
Total
By USSR
Squids, cuttlefish. octopus
Total landings
Octopus landed
Total
By Spain
By Japan
Catch (1000s
of metric tons)
260.9
87.5
50.4
558.1
480.1
329.6
106.4
851.4
540.8
155.0
69.2
163.6
267.1
240.8
1]0.1
95.8
58.7
20.0
38.5
SOURCE: FAC of the United Nations, Yearbook of Fishery Statistics,
Vol. ]2 (1972), Tables B3-1 to B3-9.
Note: Catches of main species of each group are given for landings
greater than 50,000 metric tons.
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otal
tates)
Mackerels.
snoeks t .
cutla.ssfishes,
etc.
SqUids,
cuttlefish,
octopus
Total for all
species listed
57 3 37
10 0 10
0 0 8
0 34 5
0 61 4
-... 5 1 5
72 99 b9
28 1 31
roo 100 100
TABLE 10
CATCHES OF NAJOR GROUPS OF SPECIES IN THE
CECAF AREA BY SELECTED STATES. 1971
(as percent of
catches by all
--
. . -
. ~ .. ;-. :... ..:..
Redfishes,
breams.
basses,
congers,
etc.
Jacks,
mullets,
sauries,
horse mackerel
etc.
Herrings,
sardines,
anchovies
etc.
Noncoastal states
USSR 37 60 19
Norway 0 19 8
Bermuda 0 0 18
Spain 16 0 3
Japan 5 1 0
Other noncoasta1 states 12 6 2
Total noncoasta1 states 70 8b 50
All coastal states 30 14 50
100 -Total 100 100
SOURCE: FAO of the United Nations, Yearbook of Fishery Statist1cs,
vol. 34 (1973), Tables BJ-) to B5-7.
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is about 10 kg per annum, but it ranges from 2.4 in Morocco to
33.3 kg in Congo Republic (See Table 11). Per capita~ consumption
has little relationship to per capita income. Even at this low
level of consumption coastal state production on the whole falls
short of demanded consumption by about 500,000 metric tons in 1970
and projected demand by 1980 based on projections of growth in
income, population and improvements in marketing are expected to
reach 1.858 million metric tons (See Table 11). This would be
thirty-six percent greater than in 1970 and more than double the
present level produced by the coastal states.
The increasing demand for fish in this area is felt more in
the Tropical Zone where the population is more but the fisheries
catch potential is less, compared with the North Temperate Zone
where the demand is less but the f isheries catch potential 1s more.
Incidentally, internal trade in fish and other commodities between
coastal states is very poor and for f1sh it 1s seriously impeded
by inadequacies in distribution, processing and marketing facilities.
But the. situation to meet demand 1s assisted by import trade in
frozen fish from distant water vessels. Catch by USSR, Japanese,
Polish and Spanish fleets is delivered to some West African ports.
16It is estimated that about 100,000 metric tons of the catch of .~
distant forelgn fleet is delivered for internal consumption. This
is about six percent of the catch of non-coastal distant fleet.
This then means that the greater part of the fish caught by these
fleet is moved out of the region for final consumption.
2.3 Present State of Stocks in the Region Including Heavily Exploited
Species
TABLE 11
FISH PRODUCTIOK M~D CONSUMPTION BY
CECAF COASTAL STATES IN 1970
AND PROJECTED 1980 DEMM~D
(thousands of metric tons)
1964-1966 1970
per capita
consumption Projected
of fish Produc- Demand Deficit or 1980 demand
Country ks/head tion surplUS
Morocco 2.4 245 40 +205 58
Spanish Sahara 4 a a a
l":auri tania 13.3 17 17 a 23
Senegal 29.8 169 121 +48 138
Gambia 24.2 4 9 -5 12
Portuguese Guinea 2 a· ·a a
~uinea 5.1 5 15 -10 22
lerra Leone 17.3 25 41 -16 57
Liberia 12.1 19 14 +5 20
Ivory Coast 16.7 67 88 -21 144
Ghana 15.1 182 164 +18 232
Togo 9.2 5 21 -16 35
Dahomey (Benin) 11.7 7 32 -25 43
Nigeria 6.3 62 495 -433 626
Cameroon 12.3 21 79 -58 118
Equatorial Guinea 4 a a a
Gabon 28.1 4 15 -11 19
Zaire 10.0 12 181
-169 245
Congo (Brazzaville) 33.) 9 32 -23 39
863 1.361i
-.511 1,858
SOURCE: FAO of the Uni~ed Nations, Fishery Development Perspectives.
Table 1. Doc. FID CF RA/71/6 (1971).
~o data.
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Most of the resources in this region are well identified and
located. But because of the speed with which the fisheri-es have
developed, a poor knowledge of stock identification and patterns
of migrations and intermingling in some cases hampers the stock
assessment work. This is quite true for the coastal pelagic
species which migrate seasonally in the northern and southern
transitional areas of seasonal upwellings.
The most authoritative information of the present stock 1s
that conducted under the FAO by GUlland, Troadec, and Bayagbona in
1971 with regards to major stocks (See Table 12). Reasonably satis-
factory appraisals show that hake, sea bre~ cuttlefish, squids and
spiny lobsters are heavily exploited in the northern subtropical
area of the region and are therefore in urgent need of management
end conservation. The same is true for yellowfin tuna in the
oceanic areas and pink shrimp in the southern tropical reglon--
especially in areas off Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Cameroon. Inshore
demersal stocks and flat and round Sardlnella are being over ex-
ploited in the southern subtropical area off Gabon and Cameroon.
Unexploited and little exploited species such as squids, anchovy and
small tuna in the southern tropical area are also worth mentioning.
A 1974 CECAF report (See Table 1)) shows that in addition to the
stocks mentioned above, Sardinel1as, horse mackerels and mackerel
in the northern subtropical zone are "intensively" exploited so
also Bonge in the subtropical zone, while trumpet ~1sh is unex-
ploited. However, there is less satisfactory assessments for the
coastal pelagic stocks in the northern and southern upwelling areas.
The problem o~ stock assessment of these species is complicated
TABLE 12
STATE OF EXPLOITATION OF MAJOR STOCKS IN CECAF AREA
Exploitation
Unexploited
Little exploited
Oceanic
areas
Northern
subtropical
reg10D
Anchovy
Southern
tropical region
SqUid (Illex lllecebrosus)
Anchovy
Small tuna (Euthynnus sp.)
Offshore demersal stocksa
Littoral shrimp
(Parapenaeopsis atlantica)
I'Jackerel
Horse mackerel
Inshore demersal stocksc
Brachydeuterus aur1tus
dInshore demersal stocks
Flat and round Sardinellae
Little to
moderately
exploited
Moderately
exploited
Moderately
to heavily
exploited
Heavily
exploited
(in urgent
need of
management)
Skipjack
Bigeye
tuna
Yellowf1n
tuna
Deep water Deep water prawn b
prawn Flat and round Sardinella
Octopus
!"loroccan
sardine
Sardlnella Bonga
Horse mackerel
Nackerel
Bluefish
Pink shrimp
(Penaeus duroarum)
Hake
Sea bream
Cuttlefish
SqUid
Lobster (spiny)
SOURCE: Gulland, Troadec, and Bayagbona. "Management and Development
of Fisheries." p. 13.
aGu1f of Guinea.
bGabon. Cameroon. Angola.~senegal. GUinea. Sierra Leone, etc.
Ivory Coast. Nigeria. Cameroon, Congo (BrazzaVille), etc.
eIvory Coast, Ghana.
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Pr~n cipal coun-
t-r.1e s f.i shi ng
(JapaYl, Fr ance ,
(U.5 .A., Spain,
(Senegal, etc.
orocco , Japan, etc.
U. S .S .R . , Spain,
or ugal
. S . S . R. , Senegal.
apan . Greece, etc.
( J a pan I Spain,
(Greece. Korea,
(Argentina, etc.
{U.~ . S .R •• Norway,
(Bermuda , Senegal,
{G.D.R., etc.
A0r occ o . U.S.S.R ••
Spain , Fr ance
Mo occo
~Coastal countries
Coastal countries
u. .8.R., Norway
ae uda , Ivory
e oast , Ghana
Ivo~y Coast. Ghana
At1 l a , Congo
st, Ghana
State of
exploitation
Fully exploited
Hoderately ex-
ploited
101oderately ex-
ploited
Over exploited
Fully exploited
(Intensively ex-
(ploited
Over exploited
~IntensiVelY
( exploi.ted
Moderately ex-
ploited
Slightly exploited
Unexploited
Locally fUlly expl.
Locally moderately
exploited
Becoming fUlly
exploited
Lightly exploited
Fully exploited
Lightly/moderately
exploited
Lightly exploited
~'anagement measures
Minimum sizes
adopted by ICCAT
~70 mm mesh recom-
(mended
(
II .,
(60 mm mesh recom-
(mended (for pro-
(tecting undersized
(sea breams)
Mesh size and/or Con-
trol of fleet size
in a few countries
II '1
TABLE 13
CECA? AREA: STATE OF EXPLOI TATION ARD POTENTIALS OF TEE MAIN FISH STOCKS
(1974 REPORT OF FAO)
Zones
Oceanic
Stocks
Yell olti·f in
Bigeye tuna
Skipjack
Potentials
(1,000 tons)
90/?(1)
Uriknown
Catches (1972)
(1,000 tons)
99/27(1)
75(1)
Northern sub- Hake
tropical ~ropean
Nauritanien/
Senegalese
Sea breams
~ephalopods
Octopus
Cuttlefish
Squids
Sardinel1as
Horse mackerels
~1ackerel
European serdine
Anchovy
Trumuet fish
10-15
About )0
160
(150+) )
)
(45) )
(20) )
(
( 1 500 (1)
(
500 (?)
Unlmown
II
(3)
(40)
160
(130)
(35)
500
450
235
(425) (2)
Southern
tropical
Inshore demersal
Off-shore demersal
Pink shrimp
Sardine11as
Gambia/Sierra
Leone
Ivory Coast/
Ghana
Gabon, Congo
Hackerel
~ 300 ' (?)
20-25 (?)
Few hundreds
50-100 (1)
Few hundreds (1)
Unknown
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....
16.3
;pa l coun-
fishing
a1 countries
State of
exploitation
Lightly exploited
Locally intensively
exploited '
Management measures
TP~LE 13--continued
Zones Stocks
Anchovy
Bonga
Potentials
(1,000 tons)
Unknown
ft
Catches (1972)
(1,000 tons)
62
(1) =
(2) =
values referring to the Atlantic as a whole. but majority of
fishing occurs off West Africa:·
1973
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by the rapid and increasing fish development by pelagic trawlers
and purse seiners. If it becomes difficult to collect and compile
minimum data required for appraisals of the fisheries. the danger
of overexploitation and overcapitalization would threaten these
stocks.
2.4 Need for a Regional Regime for Effective Conservation, Management
and Research
There are many reasons that call for a regional regime for
the effective conservation and management of the stocks in this
region. These include among others:
1) The Prevention of Overfishing. Overcapitalization and
Overinvestment. The species that are at present undergoing overex-
ploitation account for the greater proportion of the total regional
catch and, therefore, a very reasonable portion of the total value.
The species that could withstand much heavier exploitation are
less accessible and more difficult to catch With the present
technology in the area. This means that the increasing number of
new entrants both coastal and distant fishing states will find it
more rewarding to take their share of the already fully exploited
fisheries than to concentrate on other stocks that are more dif-
ficult to catch. It is the presence of a strong regional agency
With enforcement and regulatory powers that the much needed manage-
ment and conservation measures can be taken against the present
serious overfishing in the area, and this would prevent further
overcapitalization on the major species. Also. it 1s quite better
to prevent overinvestment over a certain stock of fisheries than
the pain~ul result of economic loss and Withdrawal of expensive
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~odern vessels from such fisheries.
2) ~i5ratory Behavior of Certain Stocks. The Continental
Shelf of the coastal states 1s often very narrow end as a con-
sequence, inshore dermersal stocks are very often within the
territorial waters of bordering states. Also, many of the coastal
pelagic species make long movements that cross the lines between
national jurisdiction. This migratory pattern. of some fish stock
cal~ for a joint management effort under a regional regime. At
present some states have legislation on mesh size (e.g., for in-
shore demersal stocks and shrimps in Nigeria). License schemes
also exist in Ivory Coast and Senegal, although their
tlve 1s not always directed towards l1mit!ng the rate
main objec- 1
of exploi tati onJ
3) Under-Utilized SpeCies. It is common in many fishery
regions of the world that the highly valued species are overfished
While other stocks that might also be very useful are underexploited.
Rational management of the more valuable species would result in
the redevelopment of vessels to the unexploited species or the
construction of new vessels for these species. With the decline in
anchovy fisheries in Peru, efforts might be geared towards the un-
exploited anchovy sp~cies in the E~st Atlantic region, hence,
management of these underutillzed species should be antiCipated.
4) Adequate Capability for Scientific Research and Stock
Assessment. Present knowledge of the basic parameters reqUired
for effective management of the fisheries in this region is grossly
inadequate. For species Whose habitats cross national boundaries,
there is no way t~at scientists of an individual state, no matter
how well equipped or financed, can develop the necessary information
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for rational management. Even when the stocks involved are entirely
within the jurisdiction of a single nation, the high level of
scientific investigation required for effective management is what
very few West African states can hope to undertake With their own
resources. The problem of providing efficient research activities
for fisheries management points to some effective international
effort for that area.
Opportun'1ty for the Develonment of Coastal State Fisheries.
Through coordinated effort there is incentive for each coastal
state to develop its own · fisheries. At present only a few coastal
states in the region have fairly well developed fisheries. Others,
mainly in the North Temperate Zone where the potential 1s greater,
are lacking in active fish industries. The need for a concerted
effort in regional management would no doubt gear up deve~opment
of all coastal fisheries. One factor 1s a necessary corollary of
the other.
Foreign Distant Fishing. There are twenty coastal states in
this region. The number of foreign fishing states is ab~ the
same. Eleven of these are members of CECAF (See Table 14) formed
under the auspices of the FAD, although about twenty distant states
fish in the region. There is at present a great discrepancy between
catches of coastal and dlsta~t water fishing states. The distant
fishing states account for about seventy percent of the annual
total landings and as competition becomes increasingly keen the gap
would further Widen due to the tremendous technological lead of the
developed distant fishing nations and the introduction of modern
vessels With greater speed and range. As indicated .i n Table 6,
TABLE 14
r':EHBER STATES OF CECAF
Coastal
Cameroon
Zaire
Congo (Brazzaville)
Ivory Coast
Dahomey
Spain
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Liberia
r~orocco
Hauri tenia
Nigeria
Senega.l
Sierra Leone
Togo
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Noncoastal
Korea
Japan
Cuba
United States
France
Greece
Italy
:Foland
Romania
United Kingdom
. Norway
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landings by the distant fishing nations increased 200 percent froID
1966-1972 while catches by the coastal states increased only by
thirty-seven percent. Presently it is extremely difficult to
collect accurate data from distant water nations since some process
their catch at sea and in some cases export their catch at sea with-
out landing at ~est African port. Any regional regime would make
the coastal states have more effective controls of their waters and
would correct this imbalance as well as make data collection easier.
Effect of the 200 "Mile Limit: Economic Zone Concept. All
coastal states of this region presently have a territorial sea of
more than six miles. In fact. four have a territorial sea of one
hundred miles or in excess of one hundred miles (See Table 15) in-
cluding Sierra Leone With 200 miles. Gabon one hundred miles,
Guinea 130 miles and recently Liberia With 200 miles (1977). Many
that have a small territorial sea have proclaimed broad "excl us i ve
fisheries zone. There is no doubt that With increasing waves of
unilateralism for extended fisheries jurisdiction more West African
coastal states would Come to Claim vast areas of the ocean adjacent
to their coast.
The situation might be more complicated if the economic zone
concept of 200 miles for each coastal state come into a legal ,reality
in the Law of the Sea Conference. There would be different options
available to indiVidual West African coastal nations in determining
what to do With its fisheries resourc~s and With the necessary con-
servation and management measures Within the economic zone. These
options include 1) the reservation of the waters of the e"conomic
zone for exclusive fishing by its own nationals and the setting
up of its own management measures; 2) the setting up of bilateral
TABLE 15
TERRITORIAL AND FISHING LIMITS IN TEE CECAF REGION
Outer limits of special
zones adjacent to the
territorial sea
Territorial (measured from the YearState sea baseline of the
territorial sea)
Exclusive Fishery
Zone area
Morocco 12 70 • 1973
Mauritania 30 • • 1972
Senegal 150 200
• 1976
Gambia 50 • • 1971
"u i nea Bissau 150 • • 1974
Guinea 130 • • 1964
Sierra Leone 200 • • 1971
Liberia 12 • • 1967
Ivory Coast 6 12
• 1967
Ghana 30 • 130 1972
Togo 12 • • 1964
Benin 200 • • 1976
Nigeria '30 • • 1971
Cameroon 50 • • 1974
Equatorial Guinea 12 • • 1970
Gabon 100 • • 1972
Sao Tome and Principe ••• • • •
'ongo 30 • • 1971
Zaire 12 • • 1974
SGYRCE : FAO (19758.)
CECAF Pro .1ect information
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arrangements for management and fishing. possibly between the
coastal state and a highly developed foreign state or a bordering
coastal state; 3) the setting up of a multilateral regional agency
that has the necessary power to regulate fishing activit~es. con-
duct research and enforce conservation and management measures to
the best ,benef i t and advantage of all. The last alternative would
seem to be the best. There is no doubt that most West African
states cannot individually manage and conserve the fishing resources
over such an extensive area of the ocean. Fiany have other pressing
'and more explosive domestic problems to cope with that it might be
unrealistic and unsuccessful to on individual basis add this excess
burden. Bilateral agreements between a coastal state and a
developed nation for conservation may also not work for all practl-
cal purposes because of the fact that one party to the agreement
has the capacity to bring the venture to a halt or not to give it
the desired result. There is also no doubt that bilateral arrange-
ments between two coastal states would be ineffective since they
might not have the means both financially and otherwise to hold
effective management and conservative measures. Such a bilateral
arrangement is likely to lack the capability and the efficiency to
enforce its regulations.
International law is in support of the conservation of liVing
resources Within the economic zone on regional basis. The Revised
Single Negotiating Text states: -
"Where the same stock or stocks of associated
species occur Within the exclusive economic zones
of two or more coastal states, the states shall seek
directly or through appropriate subregional or
regional organizations to agree upon the measures
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necessary to coordinate and ensure the conservation
and development of such stocks without 2rejudice to
the other provisions of this chapter. Ill?
For highly migratory species article 53 states:
"States shall cooperate directly or through
appropriate international organizations with a
view to ensuring conservation and promoting the
objective ·of optimum utilization of such species
throughout the region bot~8within and beyond the
exclusive economic zone. 1I
Economic Feasibility. It is more economically feasible and
cheaper to set up a joint coordinated regional agency than indiVi-
dual management structure. For example, a regional research unit
can do more and better work at far lower cost than a series of
national efforts could muster given the inevitable constraints on
skilled manpower and funding. The need for a central research unit
does not imply that all the activities need be centralized. Regional
laboratories could be located in several states especially where the
facilities already exist. The high cost of capital equipment such
as ships and instrumentation as well as the required indiviSibility
of the administrative and scientific skills required to design and
execute research programs call for a regional approach.
Finally, it would be disastrous to recognize the need for
effective management of marine fisheries and ignore the most
realistic way of approaching such an ~ s sue rather than halfWay
measures as we have at present. The biological and economic costs
of undoing the damage if action 1s long delayed will be more sub-
stantial than an early remedy.
~.5 Existing Fisheries Regional Activities in West Africa
Two bodies are available presently to coordinate action on
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fisheries management to some limited extent: 1) The International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna, ICCAT, and 2)
The Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic, CECAF.
ICCAT--This is an independent treaty based body which held its first
meeting in Rome in 1969. It has some twelve members including
most of those with significant tuna catches, although several
African countries wtth good possibilities of developing their own
tuna fisheries are not yet members. Since its existence it has con-
centrated attention on setting up the basic groundwork for management
actions (e.g. , the collection of data, tabulation of statistics,
and carrying out of stock assessments).l9 But this commission has
been faced With several problems and the fact that most African
coastal states are not members gives ground for concern.
CECAF~-Thls 1s a subsidiary body of the FAO whose membership in-
eludes all West African coastal states in this region and many
distant foreign states With any interest in the fisheries of the
region (See Table 14). The FAO has its headquarters 1n Rome while
CECAF maintains an office in Ghana. The terms of reference of
CECAF include all aspects of development and management which is
in fDrm of recommendation of measures to member states. It has
done extensive development work in several coastal states of West
Africa including the training of personnel. Its duties involve
,
the collection and analysis of existing information and the es-
tablishment and strengthening ,of statistical collection, procedures
and the formulation of stock assessments, and recommendation of
specific measures to member countries. I~ is quite essential to
note that the FAO, an International agency of the United Nations
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through its own organizations such as the CECAF, cannot perform
regulatory and enforcement functions in the region. Its term of
reference falls short of these areas, but there is no doubt that a
very good ground has been laid down towards a regional regime for
managing the complex fisheries of the area. It held its first
session in Accra, Ghana t in 1969 and since that time it concerned
itself with the collection of statistic assessment of the resources.
20Its second session was held in Casablanca in 1971 and following
this a sub-committee on implementation of management measures was
set up. This met in Rome in June. 1971. and recommended the use of
larger meshes of 70 mID when fishing for hake and sea breams as well
as details of such matters as how mesh should be measured.
The FAO activities 1s at present a halfway meaSure and if it
1s to serve as an alternative strategy_ its legal structure would
have 'to be ~adicallY changed and its funding increased.
2.6 Why an Effective West African Fisheries Regional Regime is Workable
Political Feasibility. The political atmosphere in West
African coast is such that it gives room for a peaceful fisheries
regional regime. All the twenty coastal states in the region are
members of the Organization of Africa~ Unity (i.e., OAU), whose
charter calls for cooperation and coordination of efforts in all
aspects of economic goals. Moreover. all the coastal states are
developing nations which have common goals and aspirations for
progress. The recently formed Economic Community of West African
States (i.e. t ECOWAS) made up of West African states 1s a case in
point. It held its inaugural meeting in Lagos, Nigeria, in 1974
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and cany states had already retified the conference.
3xisting CooDeration end Relationship. Regional organiza-
tions have been common among states of West Africa for a long time.
Such include West African Common ~arket involving Ghana. Ivory
Coast. Liberia. Nali. Niger. Nigeria. Senegal, Sierra Leone. Togo.
and Mauritania. Others include West African Customs Union. West
African Monetary Union. West African Examination Council. West
Afrl'can Common Market. The Conseil de L1Entente is a union involv-
ing Republic of Benin. Ivory Coast. Niger. Upper Volta and Togo.
The existence of these and other unions is a pointer to ~he fact
that a regional fisheries regime is workable among the states and
some of the unions can serve as a forum for the initiation of a
regional fisheries regime. These various organizations show that
friendly and mutual relationship exist among the state of West
Africa.
Economic Viability. Because of the reasonable number of
coastal states in this area. an effective regional regime would be
economically Viable to Which all member states would contribute for
its funding. There is also the potential for effective leadership
in the region.
CECAF as a Forum. CECAF is doing a fine job in this region
with respect to fishery development and management Within its terms
of reference. Since all the coastal states in the region are
members, it can serve as a forum or a foundation for a multilateral
treaty regional body empowered to manage. conserve and deal With
the necessary research aspects of the fisheries by providing the
assistance of its technical experts and other infrastructures in
this respect.
The FAO could even assist in the preparation for such
regional conference. In fact, FAO has assisted in the preparation
of two of such conferences. In 1966 it convened the conference
of plenipotentiaries on the conservation of Atlantic Tunas which
adopted a convention providing for the establishment of the Inter-
national Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT)
which came into force in March, 1969; and the conference of
plenipotentiaries on the conservation of the living resources of
the Southeast Atlantic in 1969 which adopted a convention provid-
ing for the establishment of the International Commission for the
Southeast Atlantic Fisheries which came into force in October. 1974.
However, the principal purpose of these commissions 1s stock
assessment and recommendations of regulatory measures for the con-
servation and rational utilization of the living resources concerned. 21
3.1
CHAPTER III
PROPOSAL FOR A REGIONAL REGI~E FOR
\fEST AFRICAK FISHERIES, IN THE EAST CENTRAL ATL&~TIC REGION
A West African regional fishery body should be established
forthwith outside the framework of the FAO under a multilateral
treaty based convention of plenipotentiaries from the various West
African states.
All west African coastal states should be members of this
fishery regime, while the terms of reference, the functions. powers.
and financing of the agency. would depend on the terms of the con-
ventlon to be adopted by the conference of plenipotentiaries. the
regime should:
1) deal with all aspects of management, conservation and
fisheries research and should have regulatory and enforcement powers
2) have autonomous budget and should be financed by the parties
to the convention.
The landlocked states in this region should be coopted as members
of the fishery regime.
(
\Foreign participation in the West African fisheries should be ~O '
given special consideration with regards to those distant na~\
that have been fishing in this area for a considerable time. The
conditions and the form of participation will be such that both the
coastal states and the d1stant rishing nations would bener1t. 0 ·Jf
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).2 Objectives
--
Any proposal for a fisheries regime must have objectives~
goals and procedures for the realization of the objectives.
Determination of Maximum Sustinable Yield and Optimum Yield
for each Species: This is the main objective of any fisheries
management and conservation scheme. Maximum sustinable yield
means the maximum harvest that the fisheries stock can support.
This would make it possible to forecast the optimum yield of each
fishery from year to year. The optimum yield takes into considera-
tion both biological, social and economic factors. It 1s the por-
tion of the optimum yield that would be shared among the coastal
states.
_.
Protection of the Main Stocks and Incentives for Active De-
velopment of Underutillzed Species: The measures taken would be such
that there will be prevention of further depletion of already
\
heavily depleted stocks so that they can rebuild over the years
while preventing the reduction of certain stocks to such levels that
would require a long time before productivity can be rebuilt as in
the case of haddock in the Northwest PaCific.
Prevention of Wasteful Investment by Individual Nations: The
enforcement and regulatory. agency would be such that it would
allocate catch quota , on stete basis. It would now be left for each
state to register the number of vessels that would be able to harvest
such allocation per year. This will prevent wasteful overinvestment
on the part of any nation as it occurred in the Case of Peru in
anchovy fishery in its coastal waters, whose fishing fleet has twice
the capacity to harvest the available catch and Whose processing
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factories can process 20-25 million metric tons instead of "S-12
22
million metric tons actually processed every year.
Effective Control of Their Coastal Waters: One of the pri-
mary goals would be the transfer of control over primary fishing
activities from distant water states to coastal states. It would
also encourage each coastal nation to pursue its national fisheries
aspirations.
3.3 Procedures for Achieving the Ob jectives--Functions of the Regional
A5ency
l} Resource Related Action: This should be one of the ways for
the fishery regime to implement regulations by allocating catch
quotas, whether in relation to particular stocks or groups of
stocks to various states. The formula for catch allocation will be
agreed upon at the convention.
The regime "sh oul d determine the species which may not be
caught so as to allow the build up of stock.
Determination of fishing location is an important aspect.
Research related activities would point to wher.e surplus fishes can
be taken rather than in areas where fishing for that species is not
desirable.
The question of closed seaSon should also be determined by
the regional agency. This should also be applied to any areas where
unexpected concentration of vessels threaten particular stocks or
wher~ unforeseen changes in abundance of stocks become evident.
The age and size of fish to be caught should also be determined.
2) Kind of Effort: The best known and most thoroughly
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researched method of controlling the selectivity of fishing is by
regulating mesh sizes and the number of fishing units. This 1s
most effective in trawling operations. Properly designed cod
ends can be set to reject small fish effectively. The establish-
ment of minimum mesh sizes larger than those now in general use is
recommended.
The regime would also specify information With regards to the
type and size of fishing .vessels and the number of boats for a
particular fishery.
3) Amount of Effort: Apart from allocating catch quota to
~tateSt the overall maximum number of vessels by each state to
catch this amount should be restricted.
Taken together. the resource related, the kind of effort, and
the amount of effort are very essential for any successful conserva-
tion. In the absence of anyone or two of these steps, the manage-
ment and conservation measures are not likely to be successful.
4) Enforcement Procedures: There should be an international
inspection team that would make regular inspection on vessels. There
must be a common ground for agreement on patrolling, identifying
violators and handling of arrests With regards to detention and
punishment. This should be in the form of high payment by the state
under Whose flag the vessel 1s registered, the confiscation of the
catch, and the seizure of the vessel until such a time as the pay-
ment is made. This action would make respective state governments
caution their fishing fleet and indiVidual operators flying their
flags and take adequate measures that would not contravene the
specific regulations of the regime. If need be. the placement of
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observers employed by the regional agency on board various vessels
operating in specific areas that call for strict surveillance should
be pursued. The cost of maintenance of such observers shall be
borne by each coastal state under whose name the vessel is regis-
tered. It is necessary to note that even in regions such as the
Northwest Atlantic and North Pacific with well established Inter-
national Conventions and formal procedures for inspection and en-
forcement. the state of compliance is discouraging and there are
documented instances of violations. Experience in these "a r ea s
shows that surveillance is only the starting point for a successful
enforcement program.
5) Research Activities: It would be the duty of the agency to
collect and analyze statistical and landing data for any effective
conservation. Sc~entists under the regional agen~y would translate
these data into economic data and ·pol i cy formulation programs.
Exchange of research data with other regional organizations and
disemination of scientific facts should also be the duty of the
regime. It should also pursue pure research with regards to
pollution and other relevant matters and cooperate with any inter-
national agency in this respect.
3.4 The Question of the Land-lOCked states in the Region
Considerations of eqUity and feasibility suggest that non-
ooastal states in the region should be included in any regional
management scheme. The landlocked states include Mali. Chad Republic.
Niger, Upper Volta, and Central African Empire. This proposal is
made in the spirit of Organization of Af:rican Unity.23 Speeches
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of many ~est African delegates to the Third Law of the Sea Conference
support the evidence that the ~est African coastal states like all
other African coastal states are ready to give considerations to
the landlocked states for participation for the living resources in
the economic zone. either at a regional level or otherwise. Xr.
Ogundere. Nigeria's delegate to the Third Law of the Sea Conference
in Caracas, stated that he acknowledged the rights of landlocked
states:
"Faithfu.l to the principles embodied in the
Declaration of OAU to access to the ~~clusive economic
zone of neighboring coastal states. 1I .
Also, ~r. Kumi of Ghana said:
"There wa.s considerable merit in the idea of es-
tablishing regional fishery zones and to do so would
be a welcome move towards regional economic integra-
tion. But the issue should be taken up by the
appropriate continental or regional organizations.
My delegation support the legitimate demands of land-
locked states for access to; and the right to benefit
from the living resources of the economic zone of neigh-
boring states. The Declaration of OAU had endors~3 that
provision as a right and not me~ely a principle. lI
Mr. Dlatta of Senegal stated:
liMy delegation support without any reservations the
Declaration of the heads of state of OAU signed at Addis
Ababa in I·jay, 1973, and at l':ogadlscio in June, 1974.
that the landlocked states should have the right to
exploit the living resources of neighboring economic
zones on a~ equal footing with the nationals of coastal
states. The member countries of the West African com-
munity, three of which are la~dlocked. are stri21ng forthe joint exploitation of fisheries resources." 6
~r. Kalondji Tshikala of Zaire stated:
liThe landlocked and geographically disadvantaged
states should not be excluded from exploiting the living
resources of the economic zone, espeCially in view of the
fact that the zone ~~uld cover an area that was pre-
v10usly high seas. 1I
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In support for regional arrangements he said:
liThe coastal states of a region should grant prefentz~l
rights to each other in their respective economic zones."
He further stated that he would not subscribe to an economic zone that
did not clearly guarantee the rights of the landlocked and geogra-
phically dfsadva~taged states to participate in exploiting.
Many similar statements were made by Mr. Acakpo of Dahomey,
Mr. Ndoo of Mauritania, Mr. Junius of Ltberia and other West African
delegates. One important point to note 1s that all the delegates
talked only of living resources in the economic zone and most in
their speeches mentioned that such rights do not include non-living
resources. Apart from legal support, the fact that the five land-
locked states are very poor and are among the least twenty-four
developed states of the world according to a recent UN estimate,29
would make it reasonable to grant them this participation even if as
a prlviledge and not as a r~ght.
3.5 Foreign Participation
The distant water nations in these regions are many and con-
slderation for fishing has to be in the right perspective espeCially
With regards to historic fishing in the region. Any foreign parti-
clpation must be licensed and sponsored by a coastal state in the
form of joint ventures. This is an efficient device through which
a developed distant water nation ~an invest in the fisheries of a
coastal state while retaining some economic gain from the operation.
This consideration is very important in two ways. On one hand it
gives adequate facility to a foreign distant water nation With long
historic fishing ·i n the area to continue to have access to the fish-
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lng resources although under a new agreement; while on the other
hand it makes the coastal states to have control of its coastal
waters and provide incentive for fisheries development and more
available supply of fish to its citizens. Development of joint
venture with firms in the developed distant water nations to carry
on harvesting technical and capital development is necessary, since
the development and maintenance of medium to large fishing vessels
will almost cause a considerable net drain on the foreign exchange
of some coastal states. Also, the capital investment in processing
and marketing required to make full utilization of the landings all
require substantial foreign excha~ge. So also, the training of
local personnel capable of performing the managerial and technical
task required involves ~ heavy investment. Employment of nationals,
distribution of profits, physical processing, and marketing of
the catch could be effectively worked out by the nations involved.
The alternative would be for such a coastal state to make
aSsess to the resources possible on a basis of rental 1ncome which
can be used to purchase capital equipment and technical aids in
any market where best terms and desired quality can be obtained
as well as for training of its manpower. The regional arrangement
should be such that coastal states would be allocated national
quotas by species and area and it would be left for such a state to
pursue joint venture programs strictly having in mind the catch
allocated to it. Presently Senegal has negotiated agreement With
Spain and France for development of its fishing "and fishery related
activities in return for the right of fishing in its waters. 3D Also,
Mauritania has agreement With distant fishing fleet which require
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that they land sufficient quantities of their catch at the fishing
31
port at Douadhibou for their processing operations.
In any case, licensing of fishermen, fishing vessels and
equipment including payment of fees or joint ventures or other
forms of renumeration in the field of financing, equipment and
technology relating to fishing industry should be undertaken by
each coastal state. and the conditions for these would be sucb that
it is met by the most efficient promising foreign firms.
3.6 New Entrants
Since catch quotas is allocated on a national basis, it
would be left for each state to determine at any time if new dis-
tant states could be registered in partnership or on rental basis.
CHAPTER IV
POLLUTION PROBLE~S IN WEST AFRICA
4.1 Sources and Effects of Pollution
The Revised Single Negotiating Text defines pollution of the
marine environment as:
TIthe introduction by man directly or indirectly of
substances or energy into the marine envlronreent inolud-
ding (estuaries) which results or is likely to result in
such deleterous effects as harm to living resources,
hazards to human health, hindrance to marine activities
including fishing and other legitimate uses of the sea,
impairment of 5~ality for use of sea water and reduction
of amenities. 1I
Coastal waters receive the bulk of mants wastes and therefore
it 1s in the coastal area that the critical problems of the marine
environment exists. Even where surf zones of nearshore waters
have high mixing rates, surface and bottom currents in the waters
of the Continental Shelf may still tend to retain pollutants near
the coast.
Pollution activities can be identified from four broad sources
including:
1) Land based sources--This accounts for the vast bulk of
the pollutants in the ocean. About fifty-seven percent of pollutants
are land based. Intentional discharge of industrial wastes occur.
So, also, domestic wastes such as domestic sewage, detergents;
pesticides and fertilizers, run off from agricultural areas, and
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dredging spoils which finally get into the ocean through rivers and
streams. These wastes when untreated have major polluting effects
such as high bacterial content with parasites and virus concentra-
tions which contaminate living resources such as mollusks and shell-
~ish. Also dissolved organic and suspended consitituents of the
wastes decompose oxygen which is necessary for the respiration of
the marine organisms. The bulk of pollution from wastes arises
from the intentional discharge of materials into rivers or from
effluent points located on the coasts. A 1966 UN JJ survey cited
domestic wastes as the single most important marine pollution
problem. For example, agricultural practices with fertilizers and
domestic animal wastes make-one of the largest sipgle contrioutions
in the United States where agricultural waste is ten times as
great as the volume of human wastes. J4 Overfertilization and poison-
ing are two of the most important effects of domestic waste. Over-
fertilization becomes eVident when marine populations of plant life
increase very quickly causing "blooms." These caused massive fish
kills along the Florida coast in 1952-1954. 35 Pesticides represent
a major category of marine pollutants covering a wide range of sub-
stances of differing chemical oompositions such as DDT and PCB. A
reoent study in the United States indioated that a tidal marsh
treated with 0-2 pounds of DDT per acre Would result in the death
of ninety-eight percent of the animals in the marshy area Within
three weeks of treatment. 36
2) In addition, pollutants may be carried into the sea from
the atmosphere. Radioaotive fallout and other pollutants get
washed from the atmosphere when rain falls and eventUally reach the
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the ocean. This occurs particularly in arid or semi-arid regions
such as the Persian Gulf.
3) Pollution ca~ also be due to normal vessel operations in
the ocean, breakdown of vessels. or vessel accidents leading to
all spill as it occurred in the Torrey Canyon accident off the
coast of the United Kingdom. in 1967.
4) Seabed activitles--exploration for and exploitation of sea-
bed resources.
The principal direct hazard to human health from marine pol-
lution is through the consumption of fish or shellfish that have
accumulated toxic materials. Shellfish in particular may pick up
and concentrate bacteria and viruses from sewage in estuaries and
closed inshore waters. The indirect effect of pollution is through
the reduction of the food supply due to the poisoning effects on
fish and other living resources in the ocean.
4.2 Pollution Hazards in West Africa
Follution problems arise very rapidly in bodies of water that
have limited circulation such as semi-enclosed body of shallow sea
water (e.g., the Gulf of Mexico, Mediterranean Sea, the Persian
Gulf, and the Gulf of Guinea).
Along the West African coast the great lagoon near Abidjan.
Ivory Coast, 1s polluted from industrial wastes, pesticide runoff
and urban wastes. 37 Heavy boat traffic in the lagoon also serves
to increase turbidity/by stirring up sediments. Many countries
in West Africa are becoming heaVily industrialized. Such include
Nigeria, Ghana, Senegal and Ivory Coast. etc., and industrial wastes
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if not controlled eventually find their way into the ocean.
Some severe coastal pollution proble~s of international dlm-
]8
ension occurred along West African coast in 1969 following the
closing of the Suez Canal. As a result of this closure there was
diversion of oil tanker traffic around the Cape of Good hope and
this created severe pollution problems along West African coast.
Kany fishing villages along the Nigeria coast were aba~doned because
of oil pollution. The same problems arose in countries such as
Ghana, Senegal, Gambia and Sierra Leone. If the situation in the
Middle-~ast escalates, there is no doubt that pollution problems
of this nature might again face West African Coast.
The growing demand for oil and steady increase of seaborne
transport in huge supertankers Will require continued scrutiny by
riparian governments, -i nt e r na t i onal agencies, and inter-governmental
organizations as well as regional pollution control agency set up
in any area of the world. In January this year a Danish cargo
vessel ran aground of Cape Sierra Hotel in Sierra Leone, West Africa,39
While on its way to the Queen Elizabeth II quay. Al tihough the extent
of damage caused to the marine environment is not immediately
available, such an occurrence might not be uncommon in thenear
future. Liberia in West Africa happens to be a major maritime
nati on and 1t 1 s the fourth nat! on with the large,st tanker fleet
in the world. Recently, many Liberian vessels have caused immense
and untold harm in American waters. It 1s to be expected that the
Liberian tanker fleet and others in West Africa pose a potential
pollution threat to West African wat er s .
Offshore petroleum activities is growing rapidly in West
6)
Africa. The countries involved 1nclureNigeria, Gabon, Congo
Republic, Cabinda in Angola, and Zaire. In 1974 Nigeria became the
fifth largest exporter of petroleum in the world and the largest in
Africa. Total production that year totalled 825 million barrels
(i.e., 2.3 m barrels a day). Hos t offshore discoveries and produc-
tion have been from 4t miles-3D miles from shore in fields of
relatively shallow water. Presently Nigeria is producing annually
an average of 2.1 million bopd and offshore production accounts for
about one third of this. By 1974/75 fiscal year oil earnings WaS
$6.7 billion and it is expected to be ~8.2 billion in 1976/77 fiscal
40year. In the People's Republic of the Co~go offshore petroleum
production activities is increasing at a fast rate. In 1975, 33.879
bopd of oil was produced from its twenty-two offshore oil fields. 41
Another offshore oil has been located there, in Loango, and this is
estimated to produce 70 million barrels of proved oil in ten years.
In Gabon offshore oil production amounted to 224.606 bopd in June,
1974.42 Cabinda, a small enclave of Angola, has 120 offshore wells43
presently. Prior to the unrest in Angola the offshore wells were
producing 145,000 bopd annually and the government was deriving
$1.5 million a day payment from offshore Cabinde 011 production
and this accounts for about half of Angola's foreign exchange.
Presently sixty-five percent of this production has been restored.
44Zaire became the world's newest commercial oil producer late last
year and the tenth African producer of oil. All its oil production
is offshore from two fields about ten miles offshore and about
sixty feet of water, which are · presently delivering. about 26,000
bopd to refineries in Zaire and Cameroon. The two fields are
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credited to produce a total of 200 million barrels of proved oil
reserves. Cameroon is likely to become the next offshore world
producer of oil. Oil of significant quantities have been discovered
in two offshore fields and production is expected to commence in
1977.45
These various offshore petroleum activities might have some
serious side-pollution effects on the environment, especially on
fishing and agricultural Villages around the coast Where offshore
petroleum activities are concentrated if seepage and leaks from
offshore oil platforms occur or accidental blow-up of 011 in pipes
or in offshore fields happens.
A coordinated coastal states' effort in form· of a regional
agency 1s required which would study the various effects of these
pollutions, should they occur. and make necessary urgent recommenda-
tlons to member states. This would be tn the form of monitoring
Which would involve the measurement or estimate of the percentage
reaching the ocean.
4.3 Trend Towards Regionalism in Pollution Control
The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment held
at Stockholm in 1972 was one of the first pointers towards regional
arrangement for pollution control. Recommendation 86 (f) of the Action
Plan for the Human Environment adopted at ·t he Conference calls upon
states governments to: "Strengthen national controls over land-based
sources of marine pollution. in particular in enclosed and seml-
1 d ,,46 1 ( )enc ose seas.... Whl e Recommendation 92 b urges: IIThat
governments take early action to adopt erfective national measures
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for the control of all significant sources of marine pollution,
including land-based sources and concert and coordinate their
actions regionally and where appropriate on a wider international
basise,,47
The United Nations Environment Program (UNEF) has since 1973
focussed emphasis upon regional measures for pollution control.
Its governing council at its first session in June, 1973, requested
the Executive Director to perform a number of specific tasks includ-
ing With respect to the oceans, the following:
(iii) lito assist nations in identifying and controlling
land-based sources of pollution. particularly those
which reach the oceans through rivers
(iv) to stimulate international and regional agreements
for the control of all forms of pollution of the marine
environment, and especially agreements relating to
particular bodies of water •••• t1
(vi) to develop a program for the monitoring of marine
pollution and its effects on marine ecosystems paying
particular attention to the special problems of specific
bodies of water including some semi~8nclosed seas.
if the nations concerned so agree. 11
At its second session ~n MarCh. 1974, the governing council further
approved as one of the matters relating to the oceans that:
t1 pr i or i t y should be given to regional activities With the
poss r ble establishment of program activi ty in the i'iedi terranean. II
(iii) nu~~ should encourage and support the .prepara-
tioD of regional arrangements or conventions on the pro-
tection of specific bodies of water from pollution, par-
ticularly from land-based sources. High priority should
be given to supporting activities to protect living ~~-
sources and prevent pollution in the Nediterranean. 1l ':I
The 1973 INCO International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships recognizes marine regions of particulary high
standards for vessel source oil pollution because their oceano-
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graphical and ecological condition and the particular character of
their traffic. 50 These areas designated as "special areas ll include
the Mediterranean Sea area, the Baltic Sea area, the Black Sea
area, the Red Sea area, and the "Gulfs are a.U51
The Oslo convention52 of February. 1972, for the Prevention of
Marine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft is a regional
one signed by Belgium, Denmark, F1nalnd, France, The Federal Republic
of Germany, Iceland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden
and the United Kingdom. This convention was a stimulus to the Global
International 1972 London Ocean Dumping Convention.
In Europe three multilateral regional conventions have been
set up. This includes:
I} The Bonn Convention on the Nor t h Sea pollution control which
calls for cooperation among states for oil spill protectionSJ
2) In 1974 the Baltic Sea Convention held in Helsinki for
the protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area54
sets forth a general obligation to prevent pollution of the Baltic
from all sources of pollution. This convention ~aS drawn up by
Denmark. Finaland, the German Democratic Republic, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Poland, Sweden, and SOViet Union.
3) The Convention for the prevention of ~~ arlne Pollution from
land based sources was drawn up by representatives of fourteen
Western European nations. 55
A convention also took place in 1975. Thi s grew out of FAO
meetings in Rome in 197456 ~'ri th UNEP. 'This as the r:edi terranean
Action Plan for the coordination of Research, rlonitoring and Drafting
of conventions for the prevention of pollution from the ~.editerranean
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Sea. This led to the Barce10nia Convention in 1975.
In addition, Article 4 of the Revised Single Negotiating
Text in part states that:
"States shall take all necessary measures consistent with
this convention to prevent, reduce and control pollution
of the marine environment from any source using for this
purpose the best practicable means at their disposal
and in accorda~ce with their capabilities individually
or jointly as appropriate and they shall ende~~or to
harmonize their policies in thiS connection.")
Article 7 states that:
"States shall cooperate on a global basis and as appro-
priate on a regional basis directly or t hr ough competent
international organization, global or regional. to formu-
late and elaborate international rules, standards, and
recommended practices and procedures consistent with this
convention; for the protection and preservation of the
marine environment 5~ing into account characteristic
regional features." .
•4 Need for a ~e~lonal Aooroach to Pollution Control in ~est Africa
The Gulf o~ Guinea in West Africa forms a discrete body of
water which can respond effectively to pollution control. Follu-
60tion effect has been identified in this area by a panel of observers
and this can be prevented from further spreading to other areas of
the cast Central Atlantic region.
I
With growing fishing activities in the East Central Atlantic
region it is necessary to control all sources of pollution "i n the
region to prevent its effect on the extenSive rich fisheries
resources of the area.
Extensive oil production is occurring over vast offshore areas
in the southern part of this region (i.e .. be twe en Nigeria and Zaire)
and it is reasonable to have a coordinated uniform measure that would
prevent pollution from such areas.
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200 Mile economic Zone ConceEt
The current proposals for the 200 miles exclusive econo~ic
zone would most probably require the coastal states to prescribe
I
and enforce anti-pollution regulations within such a zone or it
might require the setting of applicable international standards to
be enforced by the respective coastal states. For any pollution
control 1n this zone there are three options available: The~, first
which leaves for indiVidual coastal states to prescribe measures
according to each statets view of enVironmental circumstances
would be ultimately ineffective and open to many abuses or mis-
construction especially on the part of developing states which may
not be able to indiVidually cope with standard measures of control
and regulation and, consequently. likely to lead to severe conflicts
among the various users of the seas. Secondly. the establishment
of a global regulatory agency is rejected on the basis of inefficiency
that would face such as, approach. A global arrangement would pre-
sent complicated problems of varying degrees which would be cumber-
some to handle. Again, the fact that technical and scientific
capabilities vary from states to states and regions to regions make
this approach undesirable. On the other hand, global mechanisms
might set minimum standards. Thirdly, a regional agency with power
to define in details the regulatory standards and enforce measures
accordi~g to the regional enVironmental characteristics while taking
into account the global minimum standards is found to be ideal.
I
Since pollutants once in marine environment do not recognize
states t jurisdictional limits and are transported across man-made
boundaries by physical forces such as winds and currents. their
effects are international for that region, an~ therefore demand
inter-states approach. Competence to set standards should in-
volve all the states in the region. During the Third Law of the
Sea Conference in July, 1974, Miss Aguta, Nigeria's delegate, said:
lIf'ly delegation attach great importance to the need
for adequate provisions for pollution control which must
be a joint product of act50n by coastal states and byinternational machinery. II 1
Mr. Collins of Liberia stated in part:
"In dealing with pollution it is no longer a local
problem. Unilateralism would be destructive. It is 62
a global threat requiring truly international solutions. 1I
Mr. Ahmed, UNEP delegate to the Third Law of the Sea Conference,
mentioned that UNEF can serve as a forum for states' cooperation in
the control of pollution. He stated:
liThe purpose of the functions and responsibilities
of UNEP as set forth in General Assembly Resolution
2997 XXVII Was to add a new dimension to international
environmental cooperation providing states With a new
forum devoted exclusively to the protection and preser-
vation of the human environment and a focal point for
lnter-regig~al activities Within and outside the U~
system ••• "
He further stated that:
"UNEP is Willing to finance Wholly or partly the
costs of the new envlro~ental initiatives underta~en
Within the UN systems."
The absence of a trustee for the international community
With powers to protect the high seas from pollution poses a high
threat to coastal waters where pollution from the high seas might
spillover to their coasts. A regional pollution control agency
for West Africa can serve as the missing link.
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The fact that West African states are able to work together
both on traditional and economic basis in many areas such as
fisheries and others mentioned earlier suggest that reg10nal
arrangements for pollution control would be effective. There 1s
definitely a perception of common problem and willingness for a
regional approach in order to combat this problem as eVidenced by
various speeches of West African Delegates to the Law of the Sea
conference. 65 Also. the geographical contiguity of the member
states makes this regional arrangement feasible.
CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A REGIONAL POLLUTION
CONTROL UNIT IN WEST AFRICA
A multi-lateral treaty based convention involving plenipo-
tentlarles from all West African coastal states should be convened
to set up a regional agency of a permanent character to deal With
the control of all sources of pollution.
The regional agency should have powers to prescribe and regu-
late pollution. It should also deal With the coordination of en-
forcement meaSures.
The agency should be adequately financed by member states
and in addition it could call for grants and aids wherever feasible.
There should be equality of member states in the regional
arrangement which should serve as a forum for settlement of dis-
putes Within the purview of Article JJ of the United Nations.
Functions of the Regional Agency
The primary function would be the collection, study and
assessment of data and monitoring of the ocean enVironment to
determine appropriate protection standards.
On the basis of the analyzed data, it should pro~ulgate
and prescribe standards of pollution control in coastal waters,
territorial sea, contigous zone and economic zone, and defined
sta~dards' applicable to la~d-based sources of pollution. In
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addition, the agency should be responsible for the coordination
of national plans and programs to see that they conform with
niminum standards prescribed by the agency. This would lead
to uniformity and standardization of measures.
Organization of transfer of technology including training
of local personnels to deal With the various problems of pollution
control.
Coordination with other regional systems in the area (e.g.,
fisheries regional agency).
Coordination of regional standards of pollution control with
global standards.
Regulation of trans-regional pollution.
The Agency should deal with the procedures for review and
appralsa~s of application of regional standards.
Conduct of limited research on the varying effects of pollu-
tion on man and the living resources of the ocean, the concentration
of pollutants, types of pollutants, and source of such pollutants;
and the dissemination of information on oceanographic and other
related aspects of marine pollution.
CONCLUSION
Presently almost all states of the world are focussing strong
and increasing attention on the use of the ocean and what benefits
they could achieve from it. It is urgent that priority attention
is equally focussed on ocean management. The trend in the Law of
the Sea suggests that more vast areas of the oceans would in the
near future come under the jurisdiction of coastal states. Thls~
the concept of economic zone which 15 very likely to be a maximum
of two hundred nautical miles. This is What most coastal states
of the world want including the major powerful states. Even if
this consensus of opinion is not immediately formalized into a
,
legal status it would not make much difference to the coastal
states of the world, some of which have in the latter part of this
decade made unilateral declaration over extensive waters adjacent to
their coastal Waters a common feature. In the absence of agreement
in the Law of the Sea Conference With regards to the concept of
economic zone, the trend in unilateralism would continue to gain
ground in the next decade in many areas of the world. West Africa
would not be an exception.
With such claims of jurisdiction over large areas of the
seBs With respect to fisheries, pollution control, non-living
resources, etc., it 1s clear that for certain ocean management to
be very effective a regional approach would be desirable. Taking
into consideration all relevant circumstances, fisheries management
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and pollution control are two parameters that would respond to a
regional approach in West Africa rather than to other levels of
approach. This 1S particularly so because of the rich fisheries
potential stocks in this region, the present condition of some
major stocks that are undergoing overexploitation, the lack of
adequate information on some other stocks, and having in mind that
demand of fish in this region far outreach supply and also the
fact that the coastal states in this region have no effective con-
trol of their waters. Also, a regional pollution control unit
should be in existence in West Africa which would define the duties
of member states with regards to taking actions in their internal
waters to avoid the consequent pollutions of the adjacent high
seas and the territorial waters of other states in the region. as
'wel l as regulating and enforcing standards for any actiVities in the
offshore areas and other areaS of the sea that come under the juris-
diction of member coastal states.
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